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Computer case Darkflash DLM4000 (white)

Darkflash DLM4000 Computer Case (White)
The DLM4000 is  a  minimalist  computer  case with a transparent  side and rear  panel  made of  tempered glass,  which allows for  a  view
inside the computer. This is especially satisfying with components equipped with RGB lighting. The side panel is mounted without screws,
making it easy to quickly disassemble. Due to the fact that a large part of the case surface has numerous holes, heat dissipation is more
efficient, and the internal components don't overheat. The air intake on the side has a magnetic filter that catches dust and prevents it
from entering the computer. The DLM4000 can accommodate up to 8 fans of 120mm in size. 
 
Case Design
Thanks to the use of tempered glass, the front and side panels of the DLM4000 are transparent. Most of the top panel surface of the case
has larger and smaller ventilation holes. It  also features a power button, two audio ports,  two Type A ports,  and a Type C port,  which
allows for data transfer at a speed of 10Gbit/s. The bottom of the case has holes across its entire surface, preventing dust accumulation
inside and enhancing heat dissipation capabilities. The rear wall also has holes and cutouts for mounting internal components.  
 
Package Contents
Case
BrandDarkflashModelDLM4000ColorWhiteDimensions440 x 230 x 456mmMaterial0.6 SPCC, Tempered GlassMotherboardM-ATX / ITXHDD
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/  SSD2  /2Graphics  Card  Lengthmax.  405mmCPU  Heightmax.  165mmHeat  Sinksside:  240  /  360mm,  rear:  120mm,  top:  240  /  280  /
360mmFan Supportside: 120mm x3, top: 120mm x 3 / 140mm x2, rear 120mm x1, bottom 120mm x1 / 140mm x 1Input/OutputPower /
Reset / USB3.0 x2 / Type C slot/ HD Audio

Preço:

€ 96.00

Jogos, PC Cases
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